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Abstract

According to the French design for the disposal of high level radioactive waste (HLW), waste will be emplaced in an environment involving metallic materials into a geological clay formation. The presence of microorganisms has recently been evidenced in such environments. Therefore, at this state of knowledge, the introduction of microbial species during the construction and operational phases as well as the survival of bacteria after the disposal closure are to be accounted for in safety assessment context. Sulfate-reducing bacteria (SRB) activities are notably expected to have an impact on corrosion processes and thus to influence the evolution of metallic and clayey materials involved in a HLW disposal cell. The present work investigates the potential development of a SRB, Thermodesulfovibrio hydrogeniphilus, in order to better assess its metabolism in the presence of dissolved organic matter (DOM), representative of the DOM present in an argillaceous pore water, and hydrogen which will be produced by the anaerobic corrosion of metallic materials. After 49 days of batch experiments, hydrogen enhances the bacterial development in presence of a low amount of DOM, whereas the DOM alone does not seem to sustain bacteria activities.
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1. Introduction

The facility design developed by Andra in France for HLW disposal into a geological argillaceous formation involves metallic materials (containers, overpacks, liner) [1]. The anoxic and saturated conditions prevailing in this geological medium will lead, after a transient period, to the anoxic aqueous corrosion of these metallic materials and as a consequence to the release of aqueous iron and the production of hydrogen.
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The presence of microorganisms has recently been evidenced in deep clayey environment [2, 3]. Besides, microbial species will be introduced during the construction and operational phases of the repository. Bacteria will be able to tolerate an environment with few nutrients to sustain life under dry, highly radioactive, low porosity and high temperature conditions [4]. SRB activities are expected to influence the corrosion processes and may consequently impact the integrity of the overpack. Thus, their potential development must be investigated in order to better assess their metabolism, which may influence the evolution of metallic materials involved in a HLW disposal cell.

Microorganisms need energetic substrates for their metabolic activities (electron donor and acceptor), as well as carbon, phosphate and nitrogen sources for the cell synthesis. Sulfates used by SRB as electron acceptor will not limit the metabolism reaction because of their presence in significant amount in argillaceous pore water [5]. The reduction of a sulfate molecule by SRB consumes eight electrons that are provided by an electron donor from the environment. Deep argillaceous formations generally contain low amounts of biodegradable OM (electron donor) in pore water [6] and are, therefore, nutrient poor for microbial development. However, the radiolysis of pore water and the corrosion of metallic components of HLW disposal cell in anoxic conditions will lead to the production of hydrogen, which may also be used as an electron donor for microbial activity [7].

To study bacteria impact on metallic materials, an experiment was carried out using a percolation cell in conditions that may occur in HLW vaults [8]. SRB survival was observed after twelve months of experiment. The purpose of the present work is to quantify in batch experiments the potential for bacterial growth stimulation due either to the production of hydrogen or to the presence of OM in the percolation cell.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Batch systems

Experiments were performed in batch reactors (volume solution 150 ml). Series 1 and 2 (Table 1) were conducted under hydrogen atmosphere (9 mmol, H\textsubscript{2} 60%, N\textsubscript{2} 30%, CO\textsubscript{2} 10%), whereas the series 3 was bubbled with nitrogen gas (N\textsubscript{2} 90%, CO\textsubscript{2} 10%) to maintain anaerobic conditions. A solution of OM (1 mmol), consisting of a mixture of small organic acids (fumarate, acetate, lactate, formate, propionate) such as those present in pore water of argillaceous formations [7], was added in series 2 and 3. Bacterial inoculum was prepared from a bacterial culture, which was washed by centrifugation (4000 rpm, 20 min). Batches were incubated at 60°C. The initial cell density of all cultures (10\textsuperscript{7} bacteria.ml\textsuperscript{-1}) was estimated by direct cell counts. Control experiments without bacteria were carried out under the same conditions.

2.2. Bacteria species and culture medium

A sulfate reducing, thermophilic (growth optimum 65°C) and anaerobic bacteria, Thermodesulfovibrio hydrogeniphilus, was used in the present experiments. This bacteria is able to use hydrogen, acetate, malate, formate as electron donors [9]. The culture medium was prepared by dissolving high purity chemicals in deionized water and sterilized after preparation by heating (120°C). Its chemical composition was close to the Tournemire synthetic pore water solution used in the percolation cell [8].

2.3. Chemical analyses and bacterial population measurement
Dissolved organic carbon (DOC) and sulfates in the liquid phase were periodically monitored by using total organic carbon analyzer and ion chromatography. Likewise hydrogen partial pressure was monitored by gas chromatography. The microbial activity was monitored by counting cell bacteria using a direct counting epifluorescence method (backlight kit).

3. Results

Figure 1 presents the evolution of hydrogen, sulfate and bacterial development during 49 days of experiment in series 1 and 2. The amount of hydrogen decreases in the series 1 in the biotic experiments: 4 mmol are consumed after 49 days of experiment. Such a decrease is also observed in the series 2. Regarding the bacterial population of each biotic experiment, it fluctuates around a mean value of 1.1 $10^7$ bacteria per ml. A doubling of the population is observed in the series 2 after one month of experiment in relation to the sulfate concentration decrease (1.7 to 0.6 mmol). The sulfate reduction yield is about 83% with OM (series 2), but only 20% without OM (series 1). However, after 49 days of experiment, the OM concentration of the series 2 presents no evolution and is equal to the initial concentration (1 mmol, data not shown). Several works have shown than SRB of the genus Desulfovibrio required the presence of acetate in addition to CO$_2$ for cell synthesis (carbon source) [10], which explains the low sulfate reduction yield in the series 1.

The series 3 (not shown) reveal a decrease of the bacteria population, while no significant evolution of sulfate and OM concentration is observed. This may be an indication for a slower metabolic development in presence of a low amount of OM as electron donor (1 mmol) than in presence of hydrogen.

4. Conclusion

The batch experiments performed in the present work, which involves SRB with hydrogen and/or OM in a clay pore water, have shown that hydrogen in presence of organic matter enhances the bacterial development, while hydrogen or organic matter alone shows low or no effect. This illustrates the importance that hydrogen may have as energetic substrate for bacterial development and indicates that hydrogen may enhance bacterial development in HLW disposal conditions, even with small amounts of organic matter released in the pore water of argillaceous formations. However, the influence of parameters such as OM and hydrogen concentration or the duration of experiments should be further investigated in order to confirm these results.
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Table 1: Batch experiment conditions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Series 1</th>
<th>Series 2</th>
<th>Series 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gas and dissolved hydrogen (mmol)</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dissolved OM (mmol)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1. Evolution of sulfate, hydrogen and bacteria in series 1 (a) and in series 2 (b), average of three replicates, in both abiotic (A) and biotic (B) conditions. No bacterial development and no chemical evolution were observed in the control experiments. No measurement of hydrogen (A) and sulfate (A and B) were done at 6 days in each series. No measurement of hydrogen (A) and sulfate (A) were done at 31 days. Regarding series 2 (b), the absence of hydrogen (Hydrogen A) measured after 6 days of experiment is due to the low gas pressure of the batches because of liquid sampling in the same batches.